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Rational design of ligands for regioselective transformations is one of the long pursuing targets in the field of transition metal catalysis. In the current contribution, we report OrthoDIMphos (L2), a ligand that was designed for regioselective hydroformylation of 3-butenolic acid and its derivatives. The previously reported ParaDIMphos (L1) based hydroformylation catalyst was very selectively producing the linear aldehyde when substrates were bound in its pocket via hydrogen bonding. However, the distance between the binding site and the rhodium center was too large to also address 3-butenolic acid and its derivatives. We therefore designed OrthoDIMphos (L2) as new ligand which has a shorter distance between the DIM-receptor and the catalytic center. The OrthoDIMphos (L2) based catalyst displays high regioselectivity in the hydroformylation of 3-butenolic acid and challenging internal alkene as new ligand which has a shorter distance between the

Introduction

Regioselective hydroformylation provides an efficient and 100 % atom economical process for the introduction of formyl group to double bonds, and as such it represents one of the key transformations for the pharmaceutical, agrochemical and fragrance industries.[1] Control over the regioselectivity in this reaction can be challenging and cannot always be achieved by ligand optimization. As such, new concepts and methodologies to control these selectivity issues using alternative strategies are important and received considerable attention.[2,3] Traditional strategies for the optimization of catalysts rely on a subtle interplay between the metal and the ligand.[4,5] Well known ligand parameters that have been optimized in this context include the ligand bite angle, and steric and electronic properties of the ligand.[1,4,5] In the search for complementary strategies to control difficult selectivity issues, enzymes, nature’s catalysts, are often used as a source of inspiration. Enzymes bind substrate molecules in a precise manner with respect to the catalytically active center, leading to exceptionally high selectivity for many different transformations. As a result of the requirement of precise orientation, enzymes often have a limited substrate scope and mutations are required to optimize the system for different substrates. Inspired by this, catalyst design using functional groups for substrate preorganization at transition metal complexes has recently been explored and found to lead to unusually high selectivity for some reactions.[6,4,5] In analogy to enzymes, most of these catalysts that rely on substrate orientation have a narrow substrate scope, and as a result such catalysts should be redesigned to extend the substrate scope. Recently, we showcased the first example of the optimization of an active and enantioselective hydrogenation catalyst by strengthening the hydrogen bonding interactions between the substrates and the catalyst.[6a] Catalysts that use hydrogen bonding for substrate orientation[6b,12a] are known for several reactions, however, the rational redesign of a catalyst based on existing scaffold to widen the substrate scope has to the best of our knowledge not yet been reported, and is the central research question of this paper.

In order to study how such a catalyst can be properly redesigned, we looked at our previously reported ParaDIMphos (L1) catalyst for linear selective hydroformylation using substrate preorganization by supramolecular interactions with the fused DIM-receptor (an anion receptor, Figure 1).[1] This selective catalyst for α-unsaturated carboxylic acids, however, cannot convert substrates of which the distance between the carbox-
ylate group and the alkene is too short, i.e. 3-butenoic acid (l/b 2.6), representing a limitation in substrate scope.\[7b\] Regioselective hydroformylation of 3-butenoic acid and its internal analogues would be interesting, especially in the context of bio-renewable feedstock conversion, i.e. the production of glutaric acid to make polymers,\[8\] or generating 1,5-pentanediol used as plasticizer in cellulose products.\[9\] Therefore, we set out to redesign a new catalyst for such regioselective hydroformylation. Molecular modelling studies show that the OrthoDIMphos (L2) based catalyst, a regio-isomer of the ParaDIMphos (L1) analogue, has the proper distance between the binding site and the rhodium center such that it can precisely bind 3-butenoate (7.8 Å) (Figure 1). Catalytic experiments show that under the proper conditions the OrthoDIMphos (L2) catalyst displays the highest regioselectivity in the hydroformylation of 3-butenoic acid reported to date (l/b up to 84), showcasing that this class of supramolecular catalysts are amendable to redesign to widen the substrate scope.

Results and Discussion

The design of the new catalyst is based on DFT calculations of the OrthoDIMphos (L2) and the rhodium complexes thereof. As the hydride migration step generally determines the selectivity, the two monomeric HRh(CO)₂(L2)-complexes with 3-butenoate coordinated to them were calculated, with the hydride pointing in two opposite directions (Figure 2). DFT calculations show that the desired monomeric Rh-complex (A), with the hydride pointing towards the DIM-receptor, is 9.4 kcal mol⁻¹ more stable than the complex (B) with the opposite geometry, in line with what we also found for the analogues complexes based on ParaDIMphos (L1). From intermediate A, hydride migration leads to the catalytic cycle that produces the linear aldehyde, and as such it is predicted that the OrthoDIMphos (L2) based catalyst will hydroformylate 3-butenoate in high l/b selectivity.

We next performed HP NMR and IR spectroscopic experiments to identify the rhodium complex formed under hydroformylation conditions. Interestingly, HP NMR and IR spectroscopy of a solution containing a 1:1 mixture of OrthoDIMphos (L2) and [Rh(acac)(CO)₂] (acac = acetylacetonate) under hydroformylation conditions show that the dimeric complex is the major species, and the monomeric species is only present in small amounts (less than 10%) (Figure 3, Figure S1–10, detailed characterization of the dimeric and monomeric species published in another paper).\[10\] Importantly, HP NMR and molecular
modelling confirm that internal hydrogen bonds are formed between the carbonyl group of one ligand and the DIM-receptor of the dimeric structure. In line with this, HP $^1$H NMR also shows inequivalent down field shifts of the protons of the DIM-receptor (1:2:1 ratio, Figure S4–S5), further confirming the formation of internal hydrogen bonds. From the modelled structures, it is also clear that in these dimeric structures, the substrate cannot simultaneously bind to the DIM-receptor and the metal center. In contrast, the DIM-receptor of the monomeric Rh-species is free to bind a carboxylate, as evidenced by HP NMR and molecular modelling (Figure S6, 10). As binding of carboxylate groups is strong, substrates containing such functional groups can compete with internal hydrogen bonds and bind to the DIM-receptor, resulting in the formation of the monomeric species at the expense of the dimer. This is also supported by small energy difference calculated between the dimer and the monomer (Figure S10).

We next investigated the structures formed in the presence of substrate under hydroformylation conditions (Figure 3, S8–9). When 160 equivalents of 3-butenoate are present, the in situ HP IR spectra shows the formation of a new Rh-complex that shows one broad band in the IR spectrum (1902 cm$^{-1}$), and two small bands 2044 cm$^{-1}$ and 1991 cm$^{-1}$, at the expense of the four bands that are attributed to the dimeric Rh-complex. In contrast, in a similar experiment but in the presence of 160 equivalents of styrene, the four IR bands of the dimer species do not disappear. Importantly, high regioselectivity (l/b 15) was obtained in the presence of 3-butenoate, further suggesting that the monomeric Rh-active species is indeed formed when the carboxylate containing substrate binds to the DIM-receptor.

We next evaluated the OrthoDIMphos (L2) rhodium complex as catalyst in the hydroformylation of a series of (deprotonated) $\omega$-unsaturated carboxylic acids with a range of aliphatic chain lengths between the carboxylic group and the double bond; i.e. from 3-butenoic acid to 8-nonenoic acid. The neutral acids, i.e. in the absence of base, do not bind to the DIM-receptor, and these conditions were used as control experiments. The linear/branched (l/b) selectivity and aldehyde yield, determined by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy, are shown in Table 1 (for details see supporting information).$^{[2]}$ 3-Butenoate, which is the anionic substrate that precisely spans the distance between the DIM-receptor and the rhodium center of the monomeric active species, was hydroformylated with decent regioselectivity (l/b 8.8, Table 1, entry 1). In contrast, 3-butenoic acid (in absence of base) does not bind to the DIM-receptor and was hydroformylated with lower selectivity (l/b 1.6, Table 1, entry 2). Besides the high selectivity achieved via substrate preorganization, the yield is also much higher when the substrate binds to the DIM-receptor (yield of 95% vs. 35%). In line with previous work, this result suggests that the reaction barrier for the formation of the linear aldehyde is lowered and that the local substrate concentration is higher when the substrate binds to the DIM-receptor.

The substrates that are longer than 3-butenoate, from 4-pentenoate to 8-nonenoate, do not show high selectivity for the linear aldehyde when pre-organized in the DIM-receptor of the catalyst, in line with the anticipated narrow substrate scope.

In fact, for most of these longer substrates the regioselectivity for the linear aldehyde slightly drops as a result of substrate pre-organization (in presence of base). For 4-pentenoate, the yield is higher when it is pre-organized by binding to the DIM-receptor (Table 1, entry 3–4, 87% vs. 23%) and the selectivity for the linear aldehyde is lower (l/b ratio 1.8 vs. 2.3, Table 1, entry 3–4), which was not expected.

To further understand the selectivity achieved for 3-butenoate and 4-pentenoate, DFT calculations were performed (Figure 4, Figure S11-13 and Table S4). These calculations show that 3-butenoate substrate binds to the catalyst with its C=C double bond parallel with the Rh–H bond, in line with the geometry of 4-pentenoate binding to ParaDIMphos (L1) based catalyst. Also, the alken can rotate easily to accept the hydride from Rh towards the transition state for the formation of linear aldehyde. Indeed, the computed transition state barrier (C) is only + 11.6 kcal mol$^{-1}$ (relative to complex A). We also tried to find the transition state for the formation of the branched aldehyde, but there are no transition states found that lead to the branched alky in which the carboxylate functional group was still in the binding pocket. In addition, we also performed transition state search from substrate preorganized complex B with the Rh-hydride coordination geometry inverted in comparison to A, i.e. H pointing away from the DIM-receptor. As expected, the computed transition state barrier (E) leading to the branched product is much higher than the barrier from A to D (21.2 vs. 11.6 kcal mol$^{-1}$ relative to complex A). Thus, the branched product is probably formed via a pathway in which the carboxylate group is not bound in the DIM-receptor.

We next performed DFT calculations on 4-pentenoate substrate (Figure S12-13 and Table S4). In contrast to 3-butenoate, 4-pentenoate binds ditopically to the Rh(L2)-catalyst

### Table 1. Hydroformylation of various unsaturated carboxylic acids.$^{[1]}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>l/b</th>
<th>Yield [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-butenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-butenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4-pentenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4-pentenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5-hexenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5-hexenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6-heptenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6-heptenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7-octenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7-octenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8-nonenoic acid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8-nonenoic acid</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^{[a]}$ Conditions: $^{[1]}$Rh(acac)(CO)$_2$/OrthoDIMphos(L2) = 1/1.1, $^{[1]}$Rh = 1 mM, substrate/Rh 200, 1.0 eq. diisopropylethyamine (DPEA) or triethylamine (TEA) as the base with respect to the substrate (for uneven entries), 1 ml dichloromethane as the solvent, 40 bar syngas, 40 °C, reaction time of 96 hours. No side reactions (isomerization, hydrogenation, etc.) were observed. 1,3,5-Trimethoxybenzene as the internal standard. Conversion and selectivity were determined by $^1$H NMR analysis (for 3-butenoic acid and 4-pentenoic acid, adding 100 ul. DPEA or TEA for NMR analysis). All the catalytic reactions were performed at least in duplo.
with C=C double bond perpendicular to Rh–H bond for both complexes with hydride pointing in opposite directions. In these geometries, both carbon atoms of the C=C double are accessible for hydride migration, leading to the formation of both linear and branched Rh-alkyl species. The difference in transition state energy between the pathways that lead to the linear and branched Rh-alkyl species is around 2.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) (19.4 vs. 21.4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), Figure S12–13, Table S4), in line with the observed trend in the experiment. Furthermore, single point calculations on substrate taken from the transition states show that the substrate has to fold during hydride formation that results in linear aldehyde formation, which is energetically unfavorable, explaining the slightly lower selectivity as a result of substrate pre-organization. Importantly, in line with experimental observations, DFT calculations show that the substrate that is one carbon atom longer (4-pentenoate vs. 3-butenoate) can be pre-organized by this catalyst, but this does not lead to selective hydroformylation.

Hydroformylation of longer substrates, ranging from 5-hexenoic acid to 8-nonenoic acid, shows a similar pattern, i.e. the regioselectivity slightly shifts in favor of the branched product when the anionic substrates bind to the DIM-receptor...
(Table 1, entry 5–12). Note that in these reactions the absence/presence of base has little influence on the yield, thus indicating that pre-organization of the substrate to the catalyst doesn’t change the activity (Table 1, entry 5–12). In comparison, the ParaDIMphos (L1) based catalyst displays high linear selectivity (l/b 20–50) for all these longer substrates, from 4-pentenoate to 8-nonenonoate, showing that the substrate scope of the new ligand is narrow. Similar findings were reported by Breit et al., who reported a monodentate ligand in which the binding site is also close to the metal center, and also in that case the substrate scope is narrow.

We further extended the scope to internal alkene substrates, which are challenging substrates in rhodium catalyzed hydrosylation because of lower reactivity and internal alkenes are generally converted with low regioselectivity as the carbon atoms of the double bond are very similar (Scheme 1). We explored the conversion of 3-pentenoate, which precisely spans the distance between the DIM-receptor and the rhodium center, just like 3-butenenoate. Gratifyingly, the substrate was hydroformylated with high regioselectivity in the presence of base via substrate pre-organization (o/i 11.0, Scheme 1). In the control experiment, in the absence of base, 3-pentenoic acid was converted to an almost 1 : 1 mixture of the two aldehydes as could be expected (o/i 0.8, Scheme 1). Interestingly, the yield reduced from 66 % to 36 % when 3-pentanoate binds to the DIM-receptor due to the generally higher activity displayed by the dimer species which is not compensated for by substrate pre-organization for this substrate.

In order to investigate the properties of the dimeric and monomeric catalytic species in the hydroformylation of 3-butenenoate, we performed reaction kinetic studies monitored by gas-uptake experiments under standard conditions. The reaction rate and selectivity dependence on the rhodium concentration (0.2–3.2 mM) was investigated at substrate concentration of 0.6 M, solvent dichloromethane, total volume 9 mL, pressure 40 bar, reaction temperature 40 °C, stirring speed 800 rpm (Figure 5). Reaction conditions: the rhodium concentration was varied between 0.2 mM and 3.2 mM at substrate concentration of 0.6 M, solvent dichloromethane, total volume 9 mL, pressure 40 bar, reaction temperature 40 °C, stirring speed 800 rpm.

Figure 5. Reaction rate and regioselectivity (given in brackets) vs rhodium concentration. Reaction conditions: the rhodium concentration was varied between 0.2 mM and 3.2 mM at substrate concentration of 0.6 M, solvent dichloromethane, total volume 9 mL, pressure 40 bar, reaction temperature 40 °C, stirring speed 800 rpm.
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Conclusions

Enzymes enable very selective chemical conversions; however, they generally display a rather narrow substrate scope. As such, when using enzymes for synthetic applications re-engineering of the enzyme may be required to adapt it for new substrates. We previously reported a catalyst that controls the selectivity by substrate orientation, reminiscent of enzymes, which was based on ParaDIMphos (L1). Carboxylate containing alkene substrates were pre-organized at the metal center via the DIM-binding pocket, resulting in linear selective hydroformylation. The distance between the binding pocket and the rhodium complex was, however, too long to also selectively convert 3-butenoic acid. To widen the substrate scope, we redesigned the ligand for regioselective hydroformylation of these type of shorter substrates, which resulted in the development of a new ligand coined OrthoDIMphos (L2). DFT calculations show that the OrthoDIMphos (L2) based rhodium catalyst has a shorter distance between the DIM-receptor and the Rh center, such that 3-butenoate can bind simultaneously to the rhodium center (with the alkene) and the binding pocket (with the acetate). Indeed, under optimized conditions the OrthoDIMphos (L2) based catalyst displays the highest regioselectivity in the hydroformylation of 3-butenoate reported to date (l/b up to 84, TON up to 630). The internal alkene analogue, 3-pentenoate, was also converted with high regioselectivity (o/i = 11). This catalyst cannot convert longer substrates with high regioselectivity. In this paper we demonstrate that we can redesign a catalyst that operates via supramolecular substrate orientation in order to adapt it for other substrates. As supramolecular substrate orientation is an increasingly popular strategy to achieve selectivity in catalysis, this redesign of such catalysts may stimulate other to follow similar approaches in widening the substrate scope.

Experimental Section

A catalyst stock solution for the hydroformylation experiments was prepared by charging a flame-dried Schlenk flask with Rh(acac)_{2} 10 mM, N,N-disopropylethylamine (DIEPA) or triethylamine (TEA), if appropriate, internal standard (1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene) and dried and degassed dichloromethane with standard Schlenk technique or in the Glove-Box. The solution was stirred for 30
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[15] We previously reported carboxylate containing molecules binding to the ParaDIMphos type catalyst is the main reason observed for inhibition process. In line with that, we also observed similar behavior is observed for this redesigned catalyst that both substrate and product could cause that inhibition. Details see the references of [6].